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Abstract

Energy management systems must evolve due to the widespread use of dis-
tributed energy resources in modern society. In fact, with the current high pen-
etration of renewables and other resources like electric vehicles, the challenge
of managing energy resources becomes more difficult. Uncertainty and unpre-
dictability from distributed resources open the door for unique undesirable situ-
ations, often known as extreme events. Despite the low likelihood of occurrence,
such severe events represent a significant risk to an aggregator’s resource man-
agement, for example. In this paper, we propose a day-ahead energy resource
management model for an aggregator in a 13-bus distribution network with high
penetration of distributed energy resources. In the proposed model, we consider
a risk-based mechanism through the conditional value-at-risk method for risk
measurement of these extreme events. Due to the complexity of the model,
we also propose the use of evolutionary algorithms, a set of stochastic search
algorithms, to find near-optimal solutions to the problem. Results show that
implementing risk-averse strategies reduces the cost of the worst scenario and
scheduling. From the tested algorithms, ReSaDE provides the solutions with
the lowest cost, which is an improvement from previous work, and a reduction
of around 13% in the worst-scenario costs comparing a risk-neutral approach to
a risk-averse approach.

Keywords: Aggregator, Computational intelligence, Energy resource
management, Evolutionary algorithms, Risk analysis, Smart grid.
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xDG DG’s state

Indices:

s scenario

t time step

i distributed generator (DG)

e energy storage system (ESS)

v electric vehicle (EV)

l load

m wholesale electricity market

x extreme scenarios

Parameters:

CDG generation cost of DG (e/MWh)

CESS− discharging cost of ESS (e/MWh)

CEV− discharging cost of EV (e/MWh)

CRed reduction cost of load (e/MWh)

C imb− energy not supplied cost (e/MWh)

C imb+

cost of excess DG generation (e/MWh)

MP electricity market prices (e/MWh)

πs scenario probability

T number of periods

∆t period resolution

Ni, Ne, Nv number of DGs/ESSs/EVs

Nl, Nm number of loads/markets

Ns, Nx number of scenarios/extreme scenarios

β risk aversion factor

α confidence level

pminGen DG’s minimum active power generation (MW)

pmaxGen DG’s maximum active power generation (MW)
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pmaxRed Load’s maximum active generation reduction (MW)

ηch battery’s charging efficiency for EVs and ESSs

ηdisch battery’s discharging efficiency for EVs and ESSs

pmaxDisch battery’s maximum active discharging power for EVs and ESSs
(MW)

pmaxCh battery’s maximum active charging power for EVs and ESSs
(MW)

EBatCap maximum battery capacity for EVs and ESSs (MWh)

EPMin minimum energy required for EVs and ESSs (MWh)

pmaxBuy day-ahead maximum electricity market bid (MW)

pmaxSell day-ahead maximum electricity market offer (MW)

pload forecasted day-ahead active load power consumption (MW)

pDGnd forecasted day-ahead active renewable production (MW)

Sets and subsets:

ΩDG set of DG

Ωd
DG subset of dispatchable DG

Ωnd
DG subset of non-dispatchable DG

Variables:

pDG DG active power generation (MW)

pESS ESS active discharging/charging power(MW)

pEV EV active discharging/charging power (MW)

pRed load active power reduction(MW)

pimb− non-supplied demand active power (MW)

pimb+

DG active excess power (MW)

pEMarket active power transacted in the wholesale market (MW)

pBuy active power bid in the wholesale market (MW)

pSell active power offered in the wholesale market (MW)

f totC
s total scenario costs (e)

fCost
s scenario operational costs (e)
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CEV costs associated with EV discharging (e)

CESS costs associated with ESS discharging (e)

Estored energy stored in EV and ESS batteries (MWh)

f exC expected cost (e)

V aRα value-at-risk (e)

CV aRα conditional value-at-risk (e)

OF objective function costs (e)

Bs bound violation penalty (e)

1. Introduction1

Due to the stochastic nature of distributed energy resources (DERs), the un-2

certainty associated with their forecasting adds a significant level of complexity3

to operation problems [1]. When ignored, this uncertainty becomes a concern4

and may endanger the functioning of the energy chain [2]. One situation that5

is not commonly regarded in operation problems is the possibility of extreme6

events due to the variability of DERs. Even if certain occurrences are unlikely7

to occur, those can nonetheless have a large influence on the scheduling solution8

[3]. In this context, these situations can provoke, among other things, a signifi-9

cant rise in market pricing, a breakdown in the demand response (DR) services’10

communication system, an issue with the substation, or a sudden fall or rise11

in the amount of renewable energy produced [4]. Thus, this type of events in-12

creases the risk associated with different management problems. The risk may13

be assessed using tools like conditional value-at-risk (CV aR) and value-at-risk14

(V aR). Given a confidence level, the CV aR mechanism simply enables finding15

a safer and more reliable solution than the V aR technique. In other words,16

CV aR is helpful when the cost of the simulated scenarios exceeds a particular17

degree of confidence at a greater cost [5].18

Both V aR and CV aR risk measuring tools have seen their use majorly in19

the field of economics [6, 7], and their implementation has already been applied20

to problems in electrical power systems. In [8], a bi-level energy management21

system is presented in this research to assist the retail market in coordinating22

peer-to-peer energy trading across numerous prosumers. A stochastic program-23

ming technique using CV aR is used to describe the retailer’s predicted losses,24

taking into account the uncertainty of renewable energy. A two-stage stochas-25

tic optimization approach is presented in [9] to propose a short-term decision-26

making model for an electricity retailer with a battery energy storage system27

(BESS) and virtual bidding. The suggested approach incorporates two varieties28

of CV aR to control the retailer’s hourly and daily risks for multiple risk aversion29

levels. The authors of [10] propose an integrated energy system two-stage risk30

economic optimal model for the day ahead and intraday are developed. The31
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first stage aims to reduce the day-ahead operational costs, and the second stage32

the intraday costs. In the second stage, the CV aR tool is used to enhance the33

objective function to evaluate the risk cost of numerous power, load, and pricing34

uncertainties.35

The operational planning energy resource management (ERM) problem is36

a complex, large-scale optimization problem (i.e., with high dimensionality)37

due to the drastic increase in energy resources [11]. Investments in smart grid38

(SG) technologies, including SG communications and smart meters, are neces-39

sary to utilize DER properly. Mathematical approaches become less efficient40

and require large computational resources as the ERM problem’s depth and41

complexity rise. As a result, the use of metaheuristics for ERM optimization42

began regularly being discussed in the literature. In fact, numerous efforts on43

day-ahead DER scheduling are presented in the literature [12, 13].44

Multiple metaheuristics applied to energy-related problems emerge as a re-45

sult of moving from the standard metaheuristics such as the genetic algorithms46

[14], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [15], or differential evolution (DE) [16],47

towards more sophisticated and efficient approaches. Improved versions of these48

algorithms (Hybrid-Adaptive DE (HyDE) [17], Vortex Search (VS) [18], Success-49

History based Adaptive DE (SHADE) [19], etc.) are also being applied to50

problems in the SG paradigm, including the risk-based ERM problem we are51

modeling in this work, achieving acceptable results as shown in [20].52

In order to account for the uncertainties coming from renewable genera-53

tion, load demand, electricity market pricing, and EV user behavior, this study54

presents a risk-based ERM model for the day ahead. The proposed methodol-55

ogy is based on [21]. However, the case study is different. Here, we consider56

three extreme scenarios, and we extend the previous work by adding multiple57

levels of risk-aversion, studying the variability of the V aR and CV aR methods,58

which the previous work did not consider. We also utilize and compare different59

computational intelligence (CI) optimization approaches for the optimization60

problem outlined in this research, evaluating their performance statistically,61

which reference [21] failed to do. As such, the contributions of this work are62

summarized here:63

• a day-ahead ERM formulation considering the uncertainty of load demand,64

renewable energy, wholesale electricity prices, and EV travel behavior.65

• the integration of V aR and CV aR economic risk measurement tools to66

address the financial risk associated with operating expenses due to tech-67

nological uncertainties that might result in extreme events.68

• the use of a parameter built into the formulation of the problem’s ob-69

jective function, to apply different levels of risk aversion for day-ahead70

optimization.71

• implementation of CI optimization techniques through a solution-based72

design to deal with the computational cost of evaluating a high number73

of variables and probabilistic scenarios with uncertain parameters.74
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• initialization method to improve the performance of metaheuristics where75

one solution is set to the lower bounds closer to a local optima, which76

provides better initial results, an improvement over [21], in which all the77

solutions were randomly initialized.78

• comparison of new and complex EAs applied in the ”Competition on79

Evolutionary Computation in the Energy Domain: Risk-based Energy80

Scheduling1,” with the algorithm used in [21].81

The suggested methodologies are tested using real-world data from power82

and energy systems in a series of case studies, providing substantial numerical83

results.84

The article is structured as follows: The mathematical formulation for the85

risk-based analysis and energy resource management is provided in Section 2.86

Section 3 describes the structure of the optimization approach, and Section 487

presents the case study used to test the suggested techniques. Section 5 displays88

the findings and results for risk-based strategies. Finally, Section 6 summarizes89

the significant conclusions of the planned research.90

2. Risk-based ERM methodology91

This section presents the mathematical model for risk measurement consid-92

ering the CV aR mechanism and also discusses the day-ahead scheduling taking93

into account total scenario cost and problem restrictions.94

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed methodology. The model has95

as an input the total generation data (renewable and non-renewable), the load96

demand data, the EV and ESS requirements, and the day-ahead wholesale elec-97

tricity market capacities and prices. The input data in the model was already98

generated and altered to include the extreme events for risk-based management99

(see subsection 2.3). Through the metaheuristic optimization process described100

in detail in section 3, the day-ahead ERM problem is solved, which is a cost min-101

imization problem. For each value of risk-aversion (β), multiple outputs can be102

obtained regarding fitness costs and the corresponding terms further explained103

in the following section.104

2.1. Risk-based formulation105

Uncertain technologies include those related to renewable energy, load con-106

sumption, electricity market prices, and EV travel preferences. Extreme occur-107

rences may arise as a result of the presence of this uncertainty. These events108

have a low probability of happening but a high impact on the solution, causing109

significant problems in the proper operation of the distribution network system.110

In this work, a set of scenarios is generated to deal with the uncertainty of111

such resources as the demand, renewables, prices, and EV user uncertainty. As112

such, we formulate the total cost of each generated scenario (f totC
s ) as:113

1http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/ERM-competitions/2022-2/
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed problem methodology.

f totC
s = fCost

s +Bs (1)

where Bs is a penalty added if any of the limit constraints is violated. We define114

the expected cost (f exC) as:115

f exC =

Ns
∑

s=1

πs × f totC
s (2)

The V aR and CV aR mechanisms are introduced to evaluate the impact of116

extreme events. These methods estimate the financial risk associated with the117

operation costs. Only when the expected cost does not exceed the confidence118

level α, V aR can be used to assess risk. CV aR is a better mechanism because it119

allows a more robust solution when the scenario costs exceed α. In this situation120

the value of α considered was 95%, a typical value for this parameter [22]. The121

value of V aRα is calculated through the cumulative probability distribution122

function, after knowing the value of the expected cost (f exC), which is calculated123

through a weighted sum of the total scenario costs (f totC
s ) and the scenario124

probability (πs). With this information, CV aRα can be calculated as follows:125
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CV aRα(f
totC
s ) = V aRα(f

totC
s ) + 1

1−α

∑

s∈Nx
πs × (f totC

s −
f exC − V aRα(f

totC
s ))

(3)

where the parameter Nx is represented by the scenarios where the cost exceeds
that of the expected cost in addition to the V aRα given by:

f totC
s ≥ f exC + V aRα(f

totC
s ) ∀s ∈ Nx (4)

where:
V aRα(f

totC
s ) = z − score(α)× std(f totC

s ) (5)

z − score is computed in MATLAB with α equal to 95% using the norminv()126

function.127

The objective function (OF) for the risk-based that the aggregator minimizes
can be given by:

min OF = f exC + (β × CV aRα) (6)

where β is a risk aversion parameter that varies from 0 to 1. If this parameter128

is 0, the aggregator minimizes only the expected cost. In contrast, if it is 1, the129

aggregator has 100% risk aversion in the formulation and considers the total130

value of CV aRα.131

2.2. Day-ahead scheduling formulation132

The mathematical formulation of the day-ahead scheduling, taking into ac-133

count the total operational costs of each scenario s (fCost
s ), is given by:134

fCost
s =

T
∑

t=1
·









































∑

i∈Ωd
DG

pDG
(i,t) · C

DG
(i,t)+

∑

i∈Ωnd
DG

pDG
(i,t,s) · C

DG
(i,t)+

Ne
∑

e=1
CESS

(e,t,s)+
Nv
∑

v=1
CEV

(v,t,s)+

Nl
∑

l=1

(pRed
(l,t,s) · C

Red
(l,t) + pimb−

(l,t,s) · C
imb−

(l,t) )+

Ni
∑

i=1

pimb+

(i,t,s) · C
imb+

(i,t) +

Nm
∑

m=1
pEMarket
(m,t) ·MP (m,t,s)









































·∆t ∀s (7)

where:135

CESS
(e,t,s) =

{

pESS
(e,t,s) · C

ESS−

(e,t) if pESS
(e,t,s) < 0

0 otherwise
(8)

CEV
(v,t,s) =

{

pEV
(v,t,s) · C

EV−

(v,t) if pEV
(v,t,s) < 0

0 otherwise
(9)
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pEMarket
(m,t) =

{

pBuy
(m,t) if pEMarket

(m,t) < 0

pSell(m,t) if pEMarket
(m,t) > 0

(10)

The OF is subject to multiple constraints. These constraints refer to: the136

power balancing constraint stipulates that the amount of generated power must137

equal the amount of consumed power at any given time t, as Eq. (11) shows:138



























∑

i∈Ωd
DG

pDG
(i,t)+

∑

i∈Ωnd
DG

pDG
(i,t,s)+

Nl
∑

l=1

(pRed
(l,t,s) − pload(l,t,s))+

Ne
∑

e=1
pESS
(e,t,s) +

Nv
∑

v=1
pEV
(v,t,s)+

Nm
∑

m=1
pEMarket
(m,t) +

∑

i∈Ωnd
DG

pimb+

(i,t,s) −
Nl
∑

l=1

pimb−

(l,t,s)



























= 0 ∀s (11)

The minimum and maximum power generation restrictions on dispatchable139

generation at each time t, and the forecasted renewable non-dispatchable gen-140

eration contraint, given by Eqs. (12)-(13):141

pminGen
(i,t) · xDG

(i,t) ≤ pDG
(i,t) ≤ pmaxGen

(i,t) · xDG
(i,t) ∀i ∈ Ωd

DG, ∀t (12)

pDG
(i,t,s) = pDGnd

(i,t,s) · x
DGnd

(i,t) ∀i ∈ Ωnd
DG, ∀t (13)

Eq. (13) represents the DR limitation imposed by the maximum amount of142

load reduction l in period t:143

pRed
(l,t,s) ≤ PmaxRed

(l,t) ∀l, ∀t, ∀s (14)

The battery balance of each energy storage system (ESS) is described by
Eq. (14):

Estored
(e,t,s) = Estored

(e,t−1,s) + ηch(e) · p
ESS
(e,t,s) ·∆t−

1

ηdisch(e)

· pESS
(e,t,s) ·∆t ∀e, ∀t, ∀s (15)

The maximum charge and discharge restrictions for each ESS, the battery144

capacity limit, and the minimal amount of energy that must be guaranteed at145

the end of period t are given by Eqs. (16)-(18):146

−pmaxDisch
(e,t) ≤ pESS

(e,t,s) ≤ pmaxCh
(e,t) ∀e, ∀t, ∀s (16)

Estored
(e,t,s) ≤ EBatCap

(e) ∀e, ∀t, ∀s (17)

Estored
(e,t,s) ≥ EPMin

(e,t) ∀e, ∀t, ∀s (18)
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Similar to the ESS, the balance of each EV battery can be formulated as in147

Eq. (19), since the set of EVs is viewed as a group of loads that stand in for148

virtual batteries. However, EVs have several restrictions and requirements that149

ESSs do not. For instance, EVs have unique journey requirements depending150

on user choices and are stationed at designated network points. These require-151

ments are connected to the uncertainties surrounding EV travel behavior as well.152

While these criteria are developed as an input to the problem, the restrictions153

on EVs remain the same.154

Estored
(v,t,s) = Estored

(v,t−1,s) + ηch(v) · p
EV
(v,t,s) ·∆t−

1

ηdisch(v)

· pEV
(v,t,s) ·∆t ∀v, ∀t, ∀s (19)

The maximum charge and discharge restrictions for each EV, the battery155

capacity limit and minimal amount of energy that must be guaranteed at the156

end of period t are given by Eqs. (20)-(22):157

−pmaxDisch
(v,t) ≤ pEV

(v,t,s) ≤ pmaxCh
(v,t) ∀v, ∀t, ∀s (20)

Estored
(v,t,s) ≤ EBatCap

(v) ∀v, ∀t, ∀s (21)

Estored
(v,t,s) ≥ EPMin

(v,t) ∀v, ∀t, ∀s (22)

The offer and bidding limits in the electricity market, can be expressed by158

Eq. (23) as follows:159

−pmaxBuy
(m,t) ≤ pEMarket

(m,t) ≤ pmaxSell
(m,t) ∀m, ∀t (23)

To avoid the use of binary variables, for the EV and ESS state of charging160

and discharging, variables PESS, PEV take a negative value when the EVs and161

ESSs are discharging and a positive value when they are charging, guaranteeing162

a non-simultaneity. The same approach is used for the market offer and bid163

status through the PEMarket variable, where bidding in the wholesale electricity164

market is given by a negative value, and positive values give market offerings.165

2.3. Uncertainty166

In the model under consideration, the aggregator must cope with uncertainty167

resulting from various factors, such as the unpredictable driving and charging168

behaviors of EV customers, changes in market pricing, and unpredictable re-169

newable energy supply, for example. The aggregator cannot assure the success170

of the decision-making process because the precise result of these resources is171

practically impossible to foresee (because of the unpredictability of these fac-172

tors). As a result, the suggested solution uses a scenario-based optimization173

strategy to consider the uncertainties related to the given resources. The initial174

set of scenarios is generated via Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), as Figure 2175

shows, to forecast probable results.176
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A large set of scenarios is initially created (5,000 scenarios) through random177

sampling using the Gaussian probability distribution function. But to reduce178

computational effort, this set of scenarios is reduced using a fast backward-179

forward method in [23]. This reduction is achieved by grouping scenarios with180

similar characteristics while excluding those with a low probability of occurring.181

Consequently, a scenario subset that corresponds to a probability measure is182

created close to the initial distribution. Reducing the problem’s magnitude is183

the scenario reduction’s main goal, corresponding to faster processing times.184

Additionally, another reduction by a random scenario selection is processed185

to this first reduction, so the computation effort and time are reduced even186

further. It is important to note that, as a result of this reduction, it is hard187

to prevent some imprecision in the final scenarios, even while the statistical188

features of the original data set are preserved. The resulting scenario subset is189

then altered by incorporating three different extreme scenarios. These scenarios,190

compared to the previously computed, have a low probability of occurrence.191

Still, if they occur, their impact on the final solution can be substantial and192

impose extreme expenses on the aggregator. In this work, we have manually193

generated these extreme events based on problems that might occur in the day-194

ahead operation and present a risk for the aggregator, as Figure 2 shows.195

Monte Carlo 

Simulation

5000 scenarios

150 scenarios

GAMS/SCEN

RED

15 scenarios

Random

selection

Probability

adjustment

3 extreme 

scenarios

Random

sampling

Normal 

distribution

Fast 

backward-

forward Random

selection

Probability

adjustment

External supplier

capacity decrease

PV generation

decrease

Market price

increase

Increase in load
Decrease in demand

response 

Decrease in market

capacity

Renwable

production decrease

Extreme events

Figure 2: Scenario generation methodology.

3. Optimization196

This section briefly describes each EA, solution encoding, and fitness evalu-197

ation process, which are typical for CI optimization.198

3.1. Evolutionary algorithms199

Multiple state-of-the-art EAs are used in this problem together with DE,200

namely: Hybrid-Adaptive Differential Evolution (HyDE) and the three first201

EAs classified in this years’ competition, namely Restart-assisted Self-adaptive202

DE (ReSaDE), Ring Cellular Encode-Decode UMDA (RCEDUMDA) [24] and203
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Chaotic Levy Hybrid RCEDUMDA (CLHC2RCEDUMDA) based on [25].204

These following algorithms are proposed so we can compare with CUMDAN-205

Cauchy, the algorithm utilized in [21].206

3.1.1. DE207

The DE algorithm with the mutation strategy ”DE/rand/1/bin” was applied208

to the proposed optimization problem with binomial crossover. The implemen-209

tation of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Initially, the algorithm,210

after defining the necessary parameters, generates one solution with the lower211

bounds and the remaining solutions are generated randomly between the upper212

and lower bounds, with represents the target vector (~xi). This target vector is213

evaluated, and the best solution is stored as ~xbest.214

In the iterative process of the algorithm, three random individuals are se-215

lected from the generated solution, and a mutation strategy is applied, gener-216

ating a donor vector. The binomial recombination is then applied, generating217

the trial vector ~ui,it. We then verify the boundary constraints, and if they are218

violated, the variables are updated to the minimum or maximum bounds ac-219

cordingly. Then the trial vector is evaluated, and elitism selection is applied.220

Finally, the best solution ~xbest is updated with the minimum value of ~xi,it.221

Algorithm 1 Standard Differential Evolution

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, F , Cr
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow (~xi)

4: Evaluate initial solution
5: Store best individual as the ~xbest

6: it← 1
7: while it ≤ maxIt do
8: for all Pop do
9: Select three random individuals ~xr1,it 6= ~xr2,it 6= ~xr3,it ∈ ~xi,it

10: Apply mutation strategy ~mi,it = ~xr1,it + F (~xr2,it − ~xr3,it)
11: Apply binomial recombination (generate trial vector ~ui,it)
12: Verify boundary control
13: Evaluate ~ui,it

14: Apply elitism selection
15: if ~ui,it < ~xi,it then
16: ~xi,it+1 = ~ui,it

17: Update solution
18: end if
19: end for
20: Store ~xbest ← min(~xi,it)
21: it← it+ 1
22: end while

12



3.1.2. HyDE222

Self-adaptive DE versions do not require parameter adjustment and fre-223

quently exhibit adequate performance for many types of problems. The HyDE224

algorithm uses the mutation operator ”DE/target-to-perturbed best/1” given by225

Eq. (24). Initially, the process made is similar to the standard DE (Algorithm 2),226

where the inputs are defined. Different from the standard DE, HyDE in the iter-227

ative process creates three different scaling factors (F 1
i , F

2
i , F

3
i ), where they are228

updated at the end of the iterative process, following a self-adaptive mechanism229

(step 17).230

~mi,it = ~xi,it + F 1
i [(~xbest · N (F

2
i , 1)− ~xi,it)] + F 3

i [~xr1,it − ~xr2,it] (24)

The mutation strategy applied is given by Eq. (24), where a random per-231

turbation factor (N (F 2
i , 1)) is applied to the best solution found (xbest). The232

remaining steps of the algorithm are similar to the previous algorithm. Finally,233

the best global solution is stored as xbest.234

Algorithm 2 Hybrid-Adaptive Differential Evolution, adapted from [26]

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, F 1
i , F

2
i , F

3
i and Cri

2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow (~xi)

4: Evaluate initial solution
5: Store best individual as the ~xbest

6: it← 1
7: while it ≤ maxIt do
8: Create F 1

i , F
2
i , F

3
i and Cri ∀i ∈ ~xi,it

9: for all Pop do
10: Select two random individuals ~xr1,it 6= ~xr2,it ∈ ~xi,it

11: Apply mutation strategy in Eq. (24)
12: Apply binomial recombination (same as Algorithm 1)
13: Verify boundary control
14: Evaluate new solution (same as Algorithm 1)
15: Apply elitism selection (same as Algorithm 1)
16: end for
17: Update F 1

i , F
2
i , F

3
i and Cri ∀i ∈ ~xi,it

18: Store ~xbest ← min(~xi,it)
19: it← it+ 1
20: end while

3.1.3. ReSaDE235

The ReSaDE algorithm, similar to HyDE, is a self-adaptive version of DE,236

and the process is described by Algorithm 3. This algorithm initially performs237

a soft group of variables according to [27]. Then, new upper and lower bounds238

are initialized for each group based on the grouped variables, the population is239
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generated and evaluated, and the best-grouped solution is stored as xGBest. In240

the iterative process, the algorithm runs for each group, and a given number241

of iterations, a modified self-adaptive DE (SaDE) based on [28] with no restart242

mechanisms.243

Then, the current best group of variables is stored, and after iteratively244

going through each group, the groups are sorted, and the best group is selected.245

The algorithm then proceeds to run the standard DE for a given number of246

iterations as a ”warm-start,” so the trust region of the algorithm is adjusted in247

the search space. Finally, the SaDE is again run, but in this case, with a couple248

o restart loops if the algorithm gets stuck in the local optima. That is if there249

is a stagnation in the fitness value for a given number of iterations. As a result,250

the best solution is stored at the end of the procedure as xbest.251

Algorithm 3 Restart-assisted Self-adaptive Differential Evolution

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, F , and Cr
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: for all D do
4: Perform variable soft-grouping (Gj)
5: end for
6: for all Gj do
7: Initialize maxGUp and maxGLow

8: Generate one grouped solution as maxGLow and the rest randomly be-
tween maxGUp and maxGLow

9: Evaluate grouped solution
10: Store best grouped solution as xGBest

11: Define iterations for self-adaptive DE (maxitSaDE)
12: it← 1
13: while it ≤ maxitSaDE do
14: Run self-adaptive DE
15: Perform elitist selection
16: end while
17: Store current best as xGBest

18: end for
19: Sort grouped variables according to xGBest

20: Select most effective group of variables
21: Define iterations for standard DE (maxitDE)
22: while it ≤ maxitDE do
23: Run DE as described in Algorithm 1
24: end while
25: Adjust trust region
26: Run self-adaptive DE with restart loops for remaining iterations
27: Store best solution as xbest
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3.1.4. RCEDUMDA252

A cellular estimation of distribution algorithm is known as RCEDUMDA253

(Algorithm 4) [25]. In this algorithm, a varied but encouraging sampling of254

the search space is the initial population that contains one of the solutions255

initialized with the variable’s lower limits. It divides the global population into256

several tiny sub-populations using a ring structure. Additionally, it divides the257

continuous data into categorical variables (codes) during each neighborhood’s258

reproductive cycle using an encoding technique, reducing the search space. Then259

the encoded solution is estimated and scaled (steps 12 and 13), and a new260

solution is generated. After this process, a decode needs to occur to transform261

the categorical variables into continuous variables, and this solution is inserted262

in an auxPop, which then replaces the current (Pop). Elitism selection is then263

performed, including the best individuals. Finally, the best solution in Pop is264

stored as the global solution xbest.265

Algorithm 4 Ring Cellular Encode-Decode UMDA, adapted from [25]

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, c, m, l, s, r, α and k
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow

4: Evaluate initial solution
5: Store best individual as the ~xbest

6: it← 1
7: while it ≤ maxIt do
8: Select globally l elitist individuals
9: for all cell ∈ Pop do

10: Get the m best individuals in neighborhood(cell, r)
11: Encode solution (continuous variables to categorical variables)

12: Estimate through distribution
∏l

i=1 p(xi) the best encoded individ-
uals

13: Scale according to α the best encoded individuals
14: Generate c new individuals according to scaled individuals
15: Decode new solution (categorical variables to continuous variables)
16: Insert decoded solution in the same cell of auxPop
17: end for
18: Replace Pop with the auxPop
19: Perform elitist selection
20: it← it+ 1
21: end while
22: Store ~xbest ← min(Pop)

3.1.5. CLHC2RCEDUMDA266

The CLHC2RCEDUMDA is a modified version of the HC2RCEDUMDA267

using chaotic Lévy flight distribution [29]. Here the algorithm initializes one268
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individual with the variables’ lower bounds. The HC2RCEDUMDA algorithm269

uses discrete hill climbing to reduce the search space by encoding and decoding270

variables using a discrete step to go through the number of codes for a given271

variable. After, the algorithm uses the RCEDUMDA procedure described previ-272

ously in Algorithm 4. Finally, the Levy distribution is applied in the continuous273

hill climbing, where the step used is calculated using Eq. (25):274

step =
rand(1, D)× σ

|rand(1, D)|
1
β

(25)

where D represents the problem dimension, that is, the number of variables and275

σ is given by the following equation:276

σ =

[

Γ(1 + 2λ)sin(Πλ)

Γ( (1+λ)
2 )2λ(λ−3)

]
1
λ

(26)

where λ represents the Lévy coefficient, and the Chaotic Lévy distribution ap-277

plied in this algorithm can be formulated as in Eq. (27), which uses the Gaussian278

map’s randomly generated number in the Lévy distribution, the Chaotic equa-279

tion is employed to increase the variety and quality of the new population, which280

in turn enhances the algorithm’s capacity to do a global search.281

CLrand = rand(1, D)

CLpos =
( 1
CLrand

)−(floor( 1
CLrand

))

2
CLpdf = unifrnd(0.2, 0.2, 1)× step× CLpos

(27)

Algorithm 5 Chaotic Levy Hybrid Ring Cellular Encode-Decode UMDA

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, c, m, l, s, r, α and k
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow

4: Evaluate initial solution
5: Store best individual as the ~xbest

6: Discrete hill climbing (encoding and decoding based on ~xbest)
7: Return best
8: Apply RCEDUMDA algorithm (Algorithm 4)
9: Apply continuous hill climbing (Lévy flight distribution)

10: Store best solution as ~xbest

3.1.6. Particle Swarm Optimization282

PSO is a population-based optimization technique that draws inspiration283

from the social behavior of fish schooling and bird flocking [15]. The swarm284

(a group of particles) travels around a search space for the best solution, and285

algorithm 6 describes the process used in this work. The parameters are defined286
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initially and as described in the previous algorithms, and the variable bounds287

are initiated for particle positions. Then for PSO, the velocity minimum and288

maximum values also need to be set according to:289

~vmax
i = vf · (maxUp−maxLow) (28)

~vmin
i = −~vmax

i (29)

where vf is a velocity factor used to regulate the particle velocity, and maxUp290

andmaxLow are the upper and lower variable bounds. Also, like in the previous291

algorithms, one of the solutions is set to the lower bounds, and for the PSO,292

the initial particle velocity is initialized. After the initial set of solutions is293

evaluated, and the best fitness is stored. Entering the iterative process, the294

algorithm for each iteration updates the inertia weight through a dumping ratio295

given by:296

w = wmax −
wmax − wmin

maxIt
· it (30)

wmax and wmin are the maximum and minimum limits set for the inertia, it297

is the current algorithm iteration, and maxIt is the maximum number of it-298

erations. After, for all the population size, the particle velocity and particle299

position are updated, as the following equations describe:300

~vi,it+1 = w~vi,it + cprp(~x
p
i,it − ~xi,it) + cgrg(~x

g
i,it − ~xi,it) (31)

~xi,it+1 = ~xi,it + ~vi,it+1 (32)

where w is the inertia weight, cp and cg are the personal and global accelera-301

tion coefficients, and rp and rg are two random coefficients that vary between302

[0,1]. The personal and global best particle positions are described in ~xp
i,it and303

~xg
i,it, respectively. Following this process, a boundary control needs to be set304

for particle velocity and position, and then the newly generated particles are305

evaluated. Finally, the particle with the lowest fitness value is stored as the best306

individual.307

3.1.7. Vortex Search308

The VS method is a single-solution based metaheuristic for resolving bound-309

constrained global optimization problems [18]. In the case of VS, only the Pop310

and maxIt parameters need to be set as algorithm 7 describes. Before entering311

the iterative process, the remaining process is similar to the previous algorithms.312

When entering the iterative process, ait sample values need to be generated313

between [0,1] to ensure search space coverage, which is given by the following314

equation:315

ait =
it

maxIt
(33)
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Algorithm 6 Particle Swarm Optimization

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, wmin, wmax, cp, cg, vf
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Calculate vmax

i and vmin
i based on Eqs. (28)-(29)

4: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow

5: Generate initial velocity between vmin
i and vmax

i

6: Evaluate initial solution
7: Store best individual as the ~xbest

8: it← 1
9: while it ≤ maxIt do

10: Update inertia weight via Eq. (30)
11: for all Pop do
12: Update particle velocity via Eq. (31)
13: Update particle position via Eq. (32)
14: Verify boundary control
15: Evaluate new solution (~xi,it+1)
16: end for
17: Store ~xbest ← min(~xi,it+1)
18: it← it+ 1
19: end while

After the initial circle radius needs to be set so candidate solutions can be316

generated and is demonstrated by the following:317

µ =
maxUp−maxLow

2
(34)

rit = µ ·
1

0.1
· gammaincinv(0.1, ait) (35)

Following this process, a set of candidate solutions is generated using a318

Gaussian probability distribution around the best solution. The final processes319

of the algorithm are also similar to the previously demonstrated metaheuristics.320

3.1.8. Success-history based Adaptive Differential Evolution321

SHADE is an algorithm that uses a parameter adaptation method based on322

a historical record of effective parameter adjustments [19]. The process used is323

described in algorithm 8, where initially algorithm parameters are defined. In324

this case, and different from HyDE, for example, F and Cr are parameters that325

will be recorded in memory for H entries, which are designed as MCr and MF ,326

where H represents the memory size. Additionally, an archive A is also set to327

store problem solutions. After, the algorithm follows similar processes as the328

precious algorithms described. Entering the iterative process, a random entry329

(ri) is selected, which determines the position of memory to update Cri,it and330
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Algorithm 7 Vortex Search, adapted from [18]

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt
2: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
3: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow

4: Evaluate initial solution
5: Store best individual as the ~xbest

6: it← 1
7: while it ≤ maxIt do
8: Sample a values within [0,1] by using Eq. (33)
9: Calcualte initial circle radius using Eqs. (34)-(35)

10: Generate Pop candidate solutions (~xi,it+1) using Gaussian distribution
11: Verify boundary control
12: Evaluate new solution (~xi,it+1)
13: Store ~xbest ← min(~xi,it+1)
14: it← it+ 1
15: end while

Fi,it. Following this process, a random value pi,it is generated, where pmin =331

Pop/2 and the trial vector is generated according to:332

~mi,it = ~xi,it + Fi · (~xpbest,it − ~xi,it) + Fi · (~xr1,it − ~xr2,it) (36)

where ~xpbest,it is an individual randomly selected according to pi,it. The trial333

vector is then evaluated and the best solutions are updated and stored in the334

archive A, where the archive size does not exceed the total population size,335

otherwise randomly selected individuals need to be eliminated, and the memory336

is not updated when all members of generation it fail to provide a trial vector337

that is better than the parent solution.338

3.2. Solution generation339

Each of the suggested EAs first produces a population of solutions with one340

individual as the lower variables bounds and the remaining randomly within341

the given variable boundaries, as shown in Figure 3, and as specified for the342

guidelines of the competition. In this situation, we initialize one solution with343

the lower bounds so we guarantee a better initial result for the EA which tends344

to a better overall result. For each of the 24 periods, each collection of variables345

is successively repeated. Observe that the remaining variables are continuous346

and vary according to the set constraints, except for the generators’ status,347

which is represented by a binary variable (0 - not connected to the grid, 1 -348

connected to the grid).349

The scheduling problem in question includes 13,680 variables per solution,350

divided into 570 variables every period, with 21 variables forming the active351

power and status of the generators (Ni). A total of 500 EVs (Nv) were con-352
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Algorithm 8 Success-History Based Adaptive DE, adapted from [19]

1: Define algorithm parameters Pop, maxIt, MF , MCr

2: Set memory size with H entries
3: Set archive A
4: Initialize maxUp and maxLow
5: Generate one solution as maxLow and the rest randomly between maxUp
and maxLow

6: Evaluate initial solution
7: Store best individual as the ~xbest

8: it← 1
9: k ← 1

10: while it ≤ maxIt do
11: Initialize SCr, SF

12: for all Pop do
13: Select randomly between [1,H] (ri)
14: Cri,it = randni(MCr,ri , 0.1)
15: Fi,it = randci(MF,ri , 0.1)
16: pi,it = rand[pmin, 0.2]
17: Generate trial vector (~ui,it) using the mutation strategy in Eq. (36)
18: end for
19: Evaluate trial vector
20: for all Pop do
21: if f(~ui,it) ≤ f(~xi,it) then
22: ~xi,it+1 = ~ui,it

23: end if
24: if f(~ui,it) < f(~xi,it) then
25: Update solution in A
26: Update Cri,it and Fi,it

27: end if
28: end for
29: If archive size exceeds |A|, select random individuals to delete (|A| ≤

|Pop|)
30: if SCr, SF 6= 0 then
31: Update MCr,k,MF,k based on SCr, SF

32: k ← k + 1, where k < H, otherwise k ← 1
33: end if
34: it← it+ 1
35: end while

sidered, with 25 curtailable load types (Nl), two different ESSs (Ne), and one353

market (Nm).354

3.3. Fitness evaluation355

The risk-based scheduling methodology’s optimization approach seeks to re-356

duce the OF cost in Eq. (6). The database comprising all 15 created scenarios,357
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Figure 3: Proposed solution encoding.

including the extreme events generated as previously detailed in Section 2.3,358

is loaded to begin the fitness function evaluation done by each EA. The value359

of the risk-aversion-controlling variable (β) is likewise set. Then, for each sce-360

nario, variable bounds are updated according to the scenario data because load361

consumption and renewable generation are scenario-dependent, and if not cor-362

rected, costs wrongly associated with variable bound violations (Bs) are added363

to the f totC
s .364

The total costs of each scenario are also calculated according to the mathe-365

matical formulation in Eq. (7). The expected price, V aR, and CV aR (Eqs.(3)366

and (5)) are calculated for risk assessment of the scheduling problem for all367

individuals, using the obtained total cost values of each scenario. After calcu-368

lating these risk assessment variables, the aggregator starts a decision-making369

process based on the risk aversion factor. The aggregator chooses the optimum370

approach based on the OF’s value.371

4. Case study372

The 13-bus medium voltage distribution network (DN) of a mock-up smart373

city from the BISITE laboratory in Salamanca, Spain [30] is used to create the374

case study. There are two wind farms and thirteen PV parks (15 renewable DG375

units), a 30 MVA substation in bus 1, and four 1 MVar capacitor banks (which376

are set to zero in this problem because reactive power is not considered). In377

terms of consumption, this DN consists of 25 different loads, including homes,378

offices, and some service buildings (hospital, fire station, and shopping mall).379

In the simulations, 500 EVs accounted for high EV adoption.380

Regarding the scenarios created to deal with the uncertainty related to the381

considered technologies such as load consumption, renewable generation, and382

electricity prices, as mentioned in Section 2.3, Figure 4 shows the average fore-383

casted load demand profiles from the fifteen scenarios created. The highest384

consumption values were registered between hours eleven and thirteen. The385
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figure also shows the average forecasted wind, and PV generation, with much386

lower values when compared to the load due to the extreme cases considered387

where renewable generation was decreased.388
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Figure 4: Average forecasted day-ahead load consumption, PV, and wind generation.

The forecasted wholesale electricity market prices and external supplier costs389

are shown in Figure 5. In general, the electricity market costs are lower than390

the external supplier costs, except in hours six and seven. So, the extreme event391

where the market costs substantially increase does not majorly affect the overall392

behavior of the market prices.393
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Figure 5: Average forecasted day-ahead electricity market and external supplier prices.

To address EV uncertainty, a tool in [31] was employed. With two distinct394

EV types–battery and plug-in hybrid–and the features and classes described in395

[32]. With the aid of this simulator, we can gather information about each EV’s396

journey, including the maximum charge and discharge rates and the minimal397

amount of charging necessary for the EV to complete its journey within the next398
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hour (or hours). The remaining factors that serve as input for the optimization399

are described in [31].400

Table 1 shows the energy resource information associated with the aggregator401

according to the considered prices, capacities, and forecast values for the given402

technologies units. The aggregator manages multiple EVs, ESSs, and different403

loads, power purchased from an external supplier, and energy purchased/sold404

on the open market.405

Table 1: Energy resource information.

Energy resources
Prices Capacity Forecast

Units(m.u./MWh) (MW) (MW)
min–max min–max min-max

Photovoltaic 29–29 0.00–0.81 13
Wind 31–31 0.30–3.07 2
External Supplier 50–90 0.00–30.00 1

Storage units
Charge 110–110 0.00–1.25 2
Discharge 90–90 0.00–1.25

EVs
Charge 0–0 0.01-0.05 500
Discharge 90–90 0.01–0.05

DR 100–100 0.00–1.21 25
Load 0–0 0.01–2.38 25
Electricity market 29.85–104.61 0.00–10.00 1

Regarding EA parameterization, Table 2 shows the different parameters and406

values chosen for each algorithm. Considering the number of OF evaluations, we407

set the population size (Pop) and the maximum number (maxIt) of iterations408

for all algorithms to 10 and 2,000, respectively, resulting in a total of 20,000 OF409

evaluations.410

The parameters of crossover probability (Cr) and scaling factor (F ) are re-411

quired for the DE, HyDE, ReSaDE and SHADE algorithms. But for SHADE412

these are historical memory values (MCr and MF ). Note that HyDE, ReSaDE413

and SHADE are self-adaptive algorithms, and the presented values are just for414

the initiation process. The RCEDUMDA and CLHC2RCEDUMDA algorithms415

consider the parameters related to the number of cells (c), that is, the number416

of subpopulations, the size of cells (m), number of elitist individuals (l). The417

number of selected individuals (s), the neighborhood ratio (r) used for neighbor-418

hood generation, and finally, the occurrence factor (α) and the number of codes419

(k) used for encoding/decoding of variables. CUMDANCauhy only considers420

the number of subpopulations and the number of selected individuals parame-421

ters. In the case of VS, only Pop and maxIt need to be set. Regarding PSO,422

multiple parameters were set, namely a minimum and a maximum value for the423

inertia weight damping ratio (wmin, wmax), the personal and global learning424

coefficients (cp, cg), and the velocity factor (vf ).425

The simulations were performed on a machine with a 6-core Intel Xeon E5-426

1650 CPU operating at 3.20 GHz with Windows 10 Pro, and 10 GB of RAM427
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Table 2: Metaheuristic parameterization.

EA F Cr c m l s r α k wmin wmax cp cg vf

DE 0.30 0.50 - - - - - - - - - - - -
HyDE 0.30 0.50 - - - - - - - - - - - -
ReSaDE 0.90 0.14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
RCEDUMDA - - 5 2 3 2 1 0.009 3 - - - - -
CLHC2RCEDUMDA - - 4 2 3 3 4 0.009 7 - - - - -
CUMDANCauchy[21] - - 8 - - 2 - - - - - - - -
PSO - - - - - - - - - 0.4 0.9 1.5 2 0.1
VS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SHADE (0.50) (0.50) - - - - - - - - - - - -

using MATLAB 2018a.428

5. Numerical results429

This section includes the numerical findings for the risk-based strategies430

when multiple levels of risk-aversion are implemented.431

5.1. Overall risk-based scheduling results432

Table 3 shows the average results for twenty independent runs obtained for433

the risk-based day-ahead scheduling for all proposed EAs considering three levels434

of risk-aversion for the OF value, expected cost (f exC), the costs of considering435

the risk evaluation (f exC+CV aR0.95), the bounds violations (Bs) in the fitness436

and the worst-scenario cost (max(fs
tot)). In the first, the aggregator does not437

consider risk in his scheduling decision because β, in this case, is zero, so it438

is regarded as a risk-neutral strategy. In the second, we call it a partial risk-439

aversion with β equal to 50%. In the third case, full risk aversion is considered.440

We can conclude from Table 3 that as we increase the risk-aversion, the total441

day-ahead costs increase for the aggregator since the aggregator is guaranteeing442

a higher safety against the probability of an extreme event occurring. That is,443

the aggregator prevents himself from possible risk situations. By preventing444

himself, the value of the risk tools CV aR and V aR reduces because, through445

these mechanisms, the cost of worst scenarios is diminished.446

Regarding the EAs used, DE with one solution set to the lower bounds did447

not show an improvement from 0 to 50% of risk-aversion, so it got stuck in local448

minima. But regarding a full risk aversion approach, the algorithm achieved a449

slight reduction of 2.28ein worst scenario costs. The HyDE algorithm reduces450

the costs of the worst scenario by around 0.22% from a risk-neutral situation451

to a partial risk-averse situation and 0.09% from partial to full risk-aversion.452

The OF value increased in both cases, 37.02% and 20.93% since a higher risk453

aversion is being considered, guaranteeing a more robust approach. Because454

when considering the total risk costs (CV aR), the costs are reduced. The455

algorithm that achieved the best results was ReSaDE, which also corresponds456

to the winning algorithm of the competition. From a risk-neutral strategy to a457

partial risk aversion, a reduction of 13.08% in expenses for the worst scenario458

corresponding to an 11.03% decrease in f exC + CV aR0.95. If we consider a full459
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risk-averse approach, a reduction of 11.43% was guaranteed from the risk-neutral460

method when taking risk into account. In an initial phase, the following EA,461

RCEDUMDA, also reduced the risk costs. Still, from a partial risk aversion462

to a full risk aversion, the opposite was verified, with an increase of 6.75ein463

worst-scenario expenses, which is not alarming to the aggregator. Still, the464

opposite should occur when considering a higher value for β. The same case465

occurs for the last EA where from 0% to 50% of risk aversion, a decrease of466

13.59% in worst-scenario costs is evidenced, but when we increase this risk factor467

to 100% an increase of 1.25% is noticed, which represents a rise of 143.96ein468

f exC + CV aR0.95 costs.469

When we compare CUMDANCauchy to the other algorithms, all but DE,470

for the first two risk aversion levels, achieved better results. Even DE for a full471

risk aversion achieved a slight reduction of 2.38ein f exC + CV aR0.95, that is,472

in risk costs. Most significant is the difference between ReSaDE, which, when473

compared, differs from 10.09% and 24.23% in worst-scenario costs risk-neutral474

and risk-averse approaches.475

PSO, VS, and SHADE, when initialized with one solution to the lower476

bounds, did not achieve any kind of variation from the lower bounds’ solution477

for each level of risk aversion, as the table shows. All these three algorithms478

present the same cost values, similar to what occurred with CUMDANCauchy,479

which showed poor performance when compared to the remaining.480

Since ReSaDE achieved the lowest cost results, we use this algorithm for the481

following simulations. To further evaluate the proposed method, more levels482

of risk aversion were considered for the ERM optimization taking the ReSaDE483

algorithm. Figure 6 shows the total scenario costs for five different levels of484

risk aversion, where the extreme events are given in scenarios 1, 7, and 11. In485

these scenarios, except in scenario 7, the costs are reduced the more the risk486

aversion increases, which is the effect of considering the risk tools like V aR487

and CV aR given in Figure 7. As the expected cost increases, given that the488

remaining scenario costs also increase, the V aR and CV aR costs decrease. In489

this situation, the most noticeable reduction was when β increases from 0 to490

25%, which reduces V aR in 19.87%, and CV aR in 21.64%, since the worst491

scenario cost also reduced in 10.60%. The other reductions are less significant,492

which shows that even a small weight in the risk-aversion parameter significantly493

reduces the risk.494

Taking the proposed approach, when compared to HyDE from [20], which495

involves the problem and case study, ReSaDE achieved a reduction of 65.81%496

in OF costs for a full risk-aversion, translated in a reduction of 67.31% in worst497

scenario costs.498

5.2. Algorithm performance499

Regarding the performance of the tested EAs, Figure 8 and Figure 8 show the500

simulation time for the 20 runs and the corresponding convergence, respectively.501

Regarding optimization time, ReSaDE is the fastest algorithm, with an average502

of 13.86 minutes per run, followed by CUMDANCaucy, with an average time503

of 16.86 minutes. PSO, SHADE, DE, VS, and HyDE presented similar times504
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Table 3: Average risk-based results for the tested metaheuristics for 20 runs.

EA β OF
(e)

fexC

(e)
fexC +
CV aR0.95

(e)

Bs

(e)
max(fs

tot)
(e)

DE
0 8,508.16 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
0.5 13,531.22 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
1 18,551.89 8,508.29 18,551.89 433.33 20,706.78

HyDE
0 8,506.04 8,506.04 18,550.84 433.33 20,709.71
0.5 13,506.61 8,509.07 18,504.15 433.33 20,664.24
1 18,484.91 8,538.11 18,484.91 433.33 20,645.95

ReSaDE
0 8,452.48 8,452.48 16,940.69 366.67 18,719.77
0.5 11,973.93 8,875.30 15,072.55 270.00 16,270.54
1 15,003.98 8,888.71 15,003.98 270.00 16,233.30

RCEDUMDA
0 8,496.32 8,496.32 17,025.83 368.33 18,809.02
0.5 12,339.57 9,250.21 15,428.93 333.33 16,510.34
1 15,453.50 9,359.00 15,453.50 330.00 16,517.09

CLHC2RCEDUMDA
0 8,505.84 8,505.84 18,123.81 415.00 20,174.11
0.5 12,595.81 9,056.97 16,134.66 386.67 17,432.58
1 16,278.62 9,072.98 16,278.62 386.67 17,650.91

CUMDANCauchy[21]
0 8,508.16 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
0.5 13,531.22 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
1 18,554.27 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06

PSO
0 8,508.16 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
0.5 13,531.22 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
1 18,554.27 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06

VS
0 8,508.16 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
0.5 13,531.22 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
1 18,554.27 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06

SHADE
0 8,508.16 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
0.5 13,531.22 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06
1 18,554.27 8,508.16 18,554.27 433.33 20,709.06

with averages of 18.14 minutes, 18.16 minutes, 18.26 minutes, 18.78 minutes,505

and 19.31 minutes. RCEDUMDA and CLHC2RCEDUMDA are the slowest506

algorithms, with an average time of 29.46 minutes and 22.64 minutes. Even507

though these two algorithms presented good results regarding optimization time,508

they are the worst performers.509

From the convergence graph in Figure 9, it is possible to conclude that the510

DE, and HyDE algorithms fell into local minima, fastly converging to this value.511

Most important CUMDANCauchy, PSO, VS, and SHADE did not present a512

better fitness value than the one found with one solution initialized with the513

lower bounds, that is, the fitness value remained a static value. As expected,514

the ReSaDE achieved the lowest value and converged around iteration 1,300.515

From the figure, it is possible to observe the initial phase of this algorithm,516
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where the first iterations are for dimension clustering and a warm start using517

SaDE without the restart loops. The RCEDUMDA algorithm showed a fast518

convergence around the 300 iterations with slight improvements around the519

1,300 iterations. The last EA seems to have not yet converged from the number520

of function evaluations set for this problem, so more evaluations would allow this521

algorithm to improve. Still, the optimization time would increase even further,522

which may not be reasonable.523

A Wilcoxon test was performed for the full risk-averse results with a signif-524

icance threshold of 5%, as Table 4 presents. ReSaDE was used as the primary525

algorithm for comparison in the statistical test since it produced the lowest cost526

results, as previously shown in Table 3. The table shows the R+, R-, p-value,527

and L-sign results. The performance of the ReSaDE algorithm in relation to the528

other EAs is given by the R+ and R-, which are the total of positive and neg-529

ative values. As expected, ReSaDE outperformed the various algorithms. The530

p-values demonstrate the significance of the discrepancy since they are higher531

than 5%. ReSaDE shows a significant disparity compared to the remaining, ex-532
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cept RCEDUMDA, where this discrepancy is minor. The L-sign, which is used533

to denote statistical performance (+ means better, - means worse, and = means534

equal performance), shows that ReSaDE had the best statistical performance535

for the specified problem.536

6. Conclusions537

A risk-based day-ahead energy resource scheduling was proposed in this538

paper. The risk measurement associated with extreme events was made through539

the CV aR tool for a given confidence level value. Due to the significant problem540

dimension and complexity, multiple EAs were used to solve this optimization541
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Table 4: Pair-wise Wilcoxon statistical test.

ReSaDE vs. R+ R- p-value L-sign

DE 210 0 1.91E-06 +
HyDE 210 0 1.91E-06 +
RCEDUMDA 206 4 1.34E-05 +
CLHC2RCEDUMDA 210 0 1.91E-06 +
CUMDANCauchy[21] 210 0 1.91E-06 +
PSO 210 0 1.91E-06 +
VS 210 0 1.91E-06 +
SHADE 210 0 1.91E-06 +

problem, some taken from this year’s competition on evolutionary computation542

in the energy domain.543

For most proposed algorithms, as the risk-aversion weight increases, the544

worst scenario’s cost decreases. That is, the risk decreases because the aggre-545

gator considers the existence of extreme events when making the scheduling546

decision. The winning algorithm of the competition, ReSaDE achieved the best547

results for all risk-aversion levels applied. This reduction resulted in smaller548

expenses for the aggregator when he is considering the occurrence of risk events549

(around 11% for f exC + CV aR0.95), which is given by the CV aR tool.550

One interesting note is as the risk-aversion factor increases, the expected cost551

also increases because the cost of the other scenarios apart from the extreme552

ones also increases in their majority, given that the reduction is mainly verified553

in the extreme scenarios, where the costs cause a high impact in the scheduling554

solution.555

To further evaluate the performance of the applied EAs, a pair-wise Wilcoxon556

statistical test was used. ReSaDE showed that it outperformed all the other557

algorithms, even in optimization time, where it was the fastest, proving the558

achieved results. Compared to the author’s previous work, we proposed more559

efficient algorithms that could achieve better solutions and perform better than560

CUMDANCauchy, a previously utilized algorithm in [21].561

Regarding the authors’ previous work, the work that we propose in this562

manuscript improves the cost results of the centralized day-ahead ERM problem.563

By initializing the proposed algorithms with one of the solutions set to the lower564

bounds we improved greatly costs and risk results from our previous work as565

demonstrated.566
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